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Linea Patavium 2020

Mobile cuspidor 
suspended on the 
floor-standing chair

All-Around 
doctor console 
with S.P.R.I.D.O. 
technology

Excellence with 
the best quality/price 
ratio

Arcadia EXT
chair

New Linea Patavium 2020 is the meeting point between OMS history and its endless 
stopping evolution. The heritage of his name, comes from Padova city, where OMS 
Headquarters and factory are based. The completely renewed design and the touch 
technology represent the way OMS looks at the future: thinking to doctor and assistant 
real needs , with the usual attention paid to comfort and ergonomics.
The dental unit has suspended cuspidor assembled to a floor-standing Arcadia EXT chair, 
which has 5 memory programs available, has been designed to guarantee great comfort 
and better posture to a sitting patient also with the possibility of including super memory 
upholstery and the choice among different backrest models. 
Doctor console with 5-housing instrument with S.P.R.I.D.O. technology with single 
or double tray, can also fit extra housings for 2 suction tubes plus 1 housing 
for a non-dynamic instrument. Assistant console houses 2 suction tubes and also available 
the pantograph arm.

New capacitive touch 
controls for an optimal 
management of the unit 
even wearing surgical 
gloves

Assistant console 
with 2 suction housings 
plus a free housing 
with touch controls

Also available with the best 
infection control and amalgam 
separator systems

5 instruments Doctor console. 
S.P.R.I.D.O. Technology. 
Touch control with integrated display. 
Extra support for 2 suction tubes

Ceramic or glass bowl 
swivelling towards sitting patient

Removable bowl 
for hygienic cleansing

Also available with opening 
suspended cuspidor
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